SPRING CLEAN UP
A PROBLEM?

Gould's have your answer

LET US DEMONSTRATE
THE JACOBSEN-RODGERS 729E-HL . . .

Designed to do big jobs —
anyway you want to do them.
Patented rubber fingers
pick up debris
that other sweepers leave behind.

Offers as standard equipment, a 12 h.p. engine,
universal hitch, Tractor seat control of sweeper
clutch and throttle. Plus hydraulic loading at any
height up to 8½ feet, with automatic dumping in-
to waiting truck or trailer for faster, more efficient
trash handling.

Features self-contained hydraulic pump and res-
ervoir with conveniently located hydraulic
controls.

Hydraulic loading and dumping system is
operated by four cylinders: One to lower stabilizer
shoes, two others to raise hopper to desired
height and a fourth to dump hopper.

CALL
LAWN GARDEN AND TURF
GOULD'S
SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

(612) 484-8411
3711 Lexington Avenue North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55112